Define 0,(n) as the number of binomial coefficients (?) divisible by exactly/»'. A formula for 02(n) is found, for all n, and formulas for 6,(n) for n=apk+bpr and n=c,pki+-■ •+cmpkm (&i=./'» £¡+i~£íSÍ/'for /=1, • ■ • , m-1) are derived.
1. Introduction. Let p be a fixed prime and let d}(ri) denote the number of binomial coefficients (") (s=0, 1, • • ■ , ri) divisible by exactly p'.
If we put The evaluation of &}(ri) for arbitrary y appears to be more difficult, however. Carlitz [1] has proved that The writer [4] has considered this problem for p=2 and has found formulas for 0,-(/i), l^y"^4, and for arbitrary y has evaluated 6,-(/i) for a number of special values of n. These formulas are valid only for p=2, however.
In this paper we find formulas for d2(n) for all n and for 03(n) for the following values of n :
We shall use the following rule, which was proved by Kummer [2, p. 70]. Put In the second case, we can take
The remaining a's can be selected in Bk m ways, where
where Ak and Bkm are defined by (2.1) and (2.2) respectively.
For example,
This method does not appear to be very practical for evaluating 6¡(ri) íoxj>2.
3. Special evaluations. We can use Kummer's theorem to evaluate Qj(apk+bpT), where r>k, 0<a<p, 0<b<p. Suppose fc>y and r-k>j.
Then there are three ways to have exactly y of the f's equal to 1 :
(1) £r_3=er_i+i=-• -=er_i=l, all other £'s=0; (2) sk_}=ek_j+1=-■ -=ek_x=l, all other £'s=0;
j-m, all other e's=0. 
('} (k<j,r<k+j,r^j). We next evaluate 0¡(ri) for Using Kummer's theorem, we need to determine the number of ways we can have exactly y of the s's equal to 1. Let 1 ^u^m and choose u of the c/s. Call them cfl, • • • , ciu. Assign to each c^ a number tw, 1 5j tw, such that fi+i2+' ' ' + iu=/ This can be done in (¿I*) ways, since there are (¿-Î) different ways of distributingy nondistinct objects into u distinct cells with no cell left empty. We wish to have £"=1 (v=iw-h, l<h^tw, 1^w_m) and all other e's equal to 0. If s is given by (1.2) we can take
Thus for a given « and a given selection ix, If n is given by (3.7) and Ci = c2=-• -cr^sa, then (3.8) becomes (3.10) din) = 2 (¿ I J) (")(P -1)"F^(« + Vm~UaU-If n is given by (3.7), except that rV,=y-1 and ki+1-ki=j, we have, by an argument similar to the one above, (3.11) din) = pj-xF +2(j~ Î)(P -1)V~"£", 
